concept of fractions. The digital program uses a new approach to teaching fractions that blends interactive storytelling
with adaptive learning. Along with unlimited practice and personalized feedback via a patented digital tutor, students
master fractions without realizing they’re learning – all with real-world context, purpose AND humor!

Here are 5 important things to know about Amplify Fractions:

1. It was designed using research-based pedagogical strategies.
Read the full blog at: www.ampli.com/fractions/the-pedagogy-of-ampli-fractions/ .
Strategy

Research shows...

Research study

Feedback that is personalized to
each student

1:1 tutoring and mastery-based
instruction can improve student
outcomes more than anything.
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Story-driven instruction designed to
keep students engaged

The inclusion of narrative improves
context for concepts they encounter.

Scope and sequence completely
covering fractions, tied to learning
progressions of conceptual
understanding and standards

More than anything else, a mastery
of fractions uniquely predicts student
achievement in high school math
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2. It works!
Churches Elementary School in Georgia saw score increases among all but one student, with an average increase of 23
percentage points! Details are in this success story at amplify.com/fractions/program. .

3. It is aligned with state standards.
The lesson and practice are organized according to Amplify’s learning progressions for fractions, which correspond to state
standards. The learning progressions provide a rich framework for dynamic student learning, and describe not only learning
targets, but also the multiple pathways students take to reach those targets. Complete standards alignment by lesson can
be found amplify.com/fractions/program/#standards .

4. It uniquely engages students in learning and practice.
Teachers repeatedly comment that Amplify Fractions keeps students “super-engaged” while taking their fractions
knowledge to the next level. Here is just one 4th grade teacher’s view: “With Amplify Fractions, I found a program that
actually excites my students to want to learn and practice fractions. Students remembered the characters and stories in

“

5. It’s flexible and can complement any core curriculum.
From computer lab time to afterschool programs, Amplify Fractions can be used in many ways to reinforce and enrich
students understanding of fractions. A list of how to use can be found at: amplify.com/fractions/program/#students

